
 

 

1. Rammy 

Interview started around 3-10, 

Bhosle sir board.. Was first candidate in the morning 

Wished the board...they asked me to. Sit... Even in. Beginning say Said no. Need to. Keep 

hands crossed or anything sit comfortably on chair by putting hands over arm support. 

There was also few sheets of pages in a transparent folder he asked to think for few sec n 

even write on page then give good answers also he will only ask simple questions. 

chairperson :  

Q1Then he saw I graduated in 2013 so which year mbbs entry.. What u did after 

that...some praise etc in between  

Q2 do u feel as u have rural background n working in village that govt policy wrt rural is 

good if any lacuna where.  

Chairperson did asked few questions on end on dog n medical  

Member 1: 

Q1 ur doing good working in village but doctors don't want to go why n how to change 

that. 

Q2 provision of nmc.. Is less representation of Dr a issue 

Q3 what abut compulsory internship after mbbs 

Q4 ayush Dr being allowed to practice allopathic.. Good or bad. 

Member 2: 

Q1  so many places named as Sagar in rajasthan why 

Q2 what is intergenerational equity... Follow up what's meaning of equity here... Also. 

How's equity makes sense in medical profession /health 

Q3 some old ancient river of rajasthan  

Q4 Himalayan blunder... Cudnt understand but chairperson also had knocked pencil as 

sign to move on.  

Member 3 lady member: 

Q1 She said she is baised to health so. Why after mbbs ias... 

Q2 issues of women n child in rajasthan n solutions. 

Member 4: 

                                    BOARD-  AIR MARSHAL BHONSLE SIR 
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 Asked abut city of school ajmer... Famous king of ajmer... Why famous... How he died.. 

Any role of sanyogata on his defeat. 

Q2 padmavat situation is example of anomie.. Is it so.. What u mean by anomie which 

social thinker gave the concept 

Chairperson again: 

Q1 U have graduated from. Govt mbbs was ur education not subsidized... Wastage of 

resources etc 

Q2 advantages of being Dr... I said being emphatic so can't a no Dr have empathy.. 

Q3 dog lover... Which breed... Why different breed behave differently 

Tell a joke on dog... Then he told a joke.. End of interview. 

Overall very cordial n had better experience than mocks. 

 

2. Bhushan Bhirud  

Optional...Sociology  

Graduation...MBBS 

Board....Bhosale Sir 

Chairperson : 

How do you find suitable for this field? 

Aren't the doctors public servant? 

What is the difference?  

M1: 

You are a doctor ....a noble profession...why do you want to change the field? 

If you are given the opportunity what changes you will like to bring in jail 

administration?  

M2: 

What is electoral college? 

Where is it located? 

What is the NITI aayog?  

How is it different from Planning commission institutionally? 

If a common man wants to say anything to NITI...will they here? 
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What is sustainable development framework? Are we implementing it? 

M3: 

You had got this ICMR scholarship...tell me about it. 

You did research on Tuberculosis...how and why...what did you find? 

WHO recently declared something about Tuberculosis....what is it? 

M4: 

You passed 12th in 2002 and MBBS in 2009. You took 7 yrs. Why?  

So for two years you persuaded for engineering. Why did you left engineering and joined 

medicine? 

It seems that you have habit not to stick to one field.Why shall we think that you will stay 

in service? 

Do you think that only IAS can bring changes in the system? 

If IAS provides so many opportunities then why you have opted for other services too? 

You are in IAAS service ....In what way you are using your medical knowledge there? 

Chairperson  

One last question....tell me one such incidence during your work experience which 

impacted on you the most? 

 

3. Name: Girish Kalagond 

State: Karnataka (Bijapur district) 

Interview Date and Reporting Time: 19/02/2018, AN at 1300 hrs. Was 2nd to go inside.  

Board: Aravind Saxena Sir 

Optional: PSIR 

Graduation: ECE (2012 passed out)  

Work Experience: 2.5 years in Mindtree Bengaluru 

Chairperson: 

1. So Girish, you have put IFS as 3rd choice! What is the work profile of IFS officers? 

2. How they protect national interest? 

3. Is innovation possible in government? 

4. How it is possible?  
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5. How will you innovate in digital India scheme? 

6. How will you tackle the Indian Rigid Bureaucratic system? 

7. India Nepal: Do you think monarchy will return back in Nepal? 

8. What's the king of Nepal's game plan in this ongoing democratic process there? 

9. What's the connection between Yogi Aadityanath with Nepal? Does he influence the 

Nepal king and help him establish the monarchy?  

M1 (Lady Member): 

1. Tell me about your village. 

2. Tell me one beautiful experience from your village life. 

3. If I want to travel to Karnataka what places would you suggest? 

4. Are you aware of any Nomadic tribes?  

5. People always have a natural tendencies to have settled life. Why do you think that 

Nomadic tribes won't settle? 

M2: 

1. Tell me about ignited minds association (DAF related) 

2. Social Media has emerged as a great phenomenon. How it is changing our society? 

3. What are social media's contributions to economy? 

4. Virat Kohli's captainship?  Why he is so aggressive? (DAF related) 

5. Is GoI's stand on Rohingya issue correct?  

6. Does India have a policy towards Pakistan? Do you support current government's 

policy? 

7. Was GST and its  implementation good? What could have been done to improve it? 

M3: 

1. Why didn't you opt ur graduation subject? Why did you choose  PSIR? 

2. Name some of the Poverty alleviation schemes? 

3. Tell me something about MGNREGA? 

4. What are the provisions of NFSA? 

5. What do you mean by brain drain? How to tackle the reverse brain drain? 

M4: 

1. What does Communication mean? 
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2. How do you use Communication in day to today life? 

3. How will you improve the communication infrastructure? 

4. How can satellite communication can be further improved? What are India's prospects 

in global satellite market (Something regarding ISRO-ANTRIX future scope)?  

5. Tell me about interlinking of waters. 

6. With which river Cauvery to  be interlinked?  

7. Do you think interlinking of Cauvery river solves the problems? 

8. Do you know the ecological flow of any river? 

Chairperson: Okay Girish, your test is over. All the best.  

around 15-20 mins. 

Board was cordial. I could answer only around 60-65% of the questions.  

 

4. Abhishek Surana  

20/2/18 Afternoon session. First to go 

Bhonsle sir 

Ch :  

-nice haircut! How often? 

-how did you get interested in astrophysics? 

- who gave the theory of evolution and what was the name of the book 

M1: 

What did you do to get this ambsaador of change award? 

Do you think you were successful? 

Why so? 

What is needed to bring the chaneg? 

Three changes that you will like to bring on district? 

M2: 

- who said that we should leave the earth in 100 years? What could be the rationale? Do 

you subscribe to it? 

- some wise man said that Venus was like earth before? Why did he say so? 
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M3 (lady): 

-what do you like to cook? 

-how do you cook daal baati? 

-what were you doing in Chile? 

-what is last memoir you've read and what is your favorite memoir? 

-what do you like about it? 

M4: 

- is police service or force? 

- wb has WB police and WB police service? What's the difference? 

- what is the perception of people about police? 

- why is it so? 

- what are the issues being faced by police? 

- what will you do to address these? 

- three challenges facing India? 

Ch: 

- what should india do for women empowerment to bring them at the level they are in 

Singapore? 

- have you seen dabang? What's the image of police it potrays? Is it correct? 

 

5. Kavya 

Board :Bhonsle sir. 

The board was very cordial. I post below the questions I got but not in order.  

M1: I see you like reading. What can you do to get more people to read? 

And: about catching them young, focus on reading in schools, book clubs and community 

involvement, need for parents to read so their child reads. 

M2: books I've read. Book I like the most. Why this particular book. What I took away 

from this book. 

M2: question on aadhar (because issue of surveillance state was raised by me while 

talking about my favourite book)  

M2: asked about social angle of Aadhar. Didn't understand question 
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M2: management book I've read 

And: cannot recall. I generally read fiction 

M3: I see you like listening to music. What kind of music do you listen to. 

Ans: western classical, Rock from 60's to the 80's, EDM and a little bit of Carnatic. 

M3: how is Carnatic and western music different? 

Ans: could answer because I expected this and had prepared on the topic 

M3: what are the major issues India is facing today 

Ans: poverty, education and health  

M4: why did you choose pubad and not management as your optional subject 

M4: what have you been doing since graduation till now? 

M4: could you suggest a few police reforms 

Ans: (had this huge smile on my face) community policing, training and induction of 1/3 

women  

M4: why is India so corrupt  

Ans: gave answer from pubad point of view. (we had to study this for paper 2 

M4: anti corruption agencies in India 

Chairperson: can India provide quality education at affordable costs? 

Ans: (had prepared) 

M5: instances where FR can be suspended 

Ans: ( mostly mumbled my way through the answer) 

Chairperson: why do you like listening to music 

And: (prepared) 

Chairperson: Thankyou. Go listen to some music and relax. 

 

6. Unknown 

Date: 21st Feb'18. 

Forenoon session. 1st candidate to go. 

Lasted for: 35 mins. 

Optional and Graduation: Law. 
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Board: Bhosle Sir. 

CM: *So, can we call you an advocate? 

*What did PM Modi say recently about exam stress? Do you agree to what he said? 

Lady member: *What does your name mean? 

* How did you come across this hobby? (Target shooting) 

*Three things you learnt from your hobby. 

*Pcpndt act 

*Health laws in brief. 

M3: *Criminal law reforms. 

* Do you think our judicial system is tilted towards favouring the accused? 

*Prosecution and Defense system of India whether appropriate? 

*Which is the country that favours plaintiff more? 

* What is the sanskit shloka on duty/dharmas importance? 

M4: *One thing you found appreciable about Ellora caves? 

* Can it be replicated today? 

*Arya samaj and its contributions. 

M5: *Why certain words added in Preamble later? 

* Why civil services. 

*China's Pakistan policy. 

CM: *Imagine you're a diplomat, how would you have grown professionally and 

personally?  

* How would you rekindle the spirit of patriotism in a generation? 

 

7. Name- Abhishek kumar  

Philosophy, Electrical engg, Haryana / Mahendragarh  

Bhosle sir. 22/02/2018. Forenoon( last to go)  

Interview span - abt 30 mins 

Ch  Tried to break the ice by praising the dress etc.  

Said - u can talk in english or in hindi . We won't grill u we will talk. 
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Started talking abt job ex etc and forst question was from my Hobby. 

Ch- I saw a TED video.. (hobby) does education kills creativity?  

M1- Why did you choose electrical over philosophy? 

M1- Why there are so many cases of violance agaist women in Haryana even after post 

Nirbhya regulations.?  

M1- how to address the cases? 

M1-  these are long term actions, as  an administrator what u would do? 

M2- what were Gandhi's views on women? 

M2- tell me some names of western Philosphers ? 

M2- philospher on women ?  

M2- what Gandhi would have thot abt Khaps?  

M2- what would have been his approach? 

M2- what is the difference between a manager and an administrator. 

M3- what are ur views on homosexuality.? (I  mentioned the term earlier ) 

M3- what poem would recited in college - tell a few lines from that. 

M4- difference between morals and ethics ? 

M4- different between political morality and personal morality.  

M4- what is difference between GM crops and organic farming.  

M4- status of ur state in organic farming 

M4- should GM crops be taken in? 

M4- Why sex ratio in ur district is very much skewed ? 

M4- impact  of movies like Dangal in society esp in ur area. 

Ch-  who do you think was Hero of Dangal movie? 

Ans- Mahavir Phaugat 

Ch- make a case for his wife as the hero of the story.  

Ans- made a case. 

Ch added new points. 

Thank you. 

Overall review and suggestions- 
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Board was very cordial and tried to go soft. 

Almost all questions were from DAF so not much focus on current events.  

While I was answering rest of members were looking on me.  

( I was lucky that I recently  watched the movie Dangal as a part of preparation). 

 

8. Norinder Mudi: 

20-02-2018 

Forenoon 

Air Marshal Bhonsle Board 

3rd one to enter 

Ch:  What is your height? 5’10 or 5’9? 

Question on scientific design methodology behind Sun Temple of Konark. 

Load bearing structure of Sun Temple. 

M1(lady member):  

Questions on listening to podcasts 

Whether from India or from outside as well. 

Why did you choose to leave your profession and try for civil services? 

Issues regarding town planning 

Why town planning has not succeeded in India 

How to improve cities in India 

Is it a new style with youngsters to sport a stubble? 

M2: 

Why are we low in Human Development Index? 

How to improve our index. 

Whether only funds is an issue in developing health and education? 

Transparency International corruption Index.  

How to address issues of accountability. 

How did computerisation fail in PNB?( :P).(I had answered computerisation as one of the 

solution) 
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M3: 

About Netaji Subhash Chandra Bose 

Were his methods correct? 

Did Netaji help us in achieving freedom? 

What are smart cities 

Whether whole city or part of it 

M4:  

What are smart villages? 

What are your priorities to make a village a smart. 

Don't you think wealth creation in village is most important component to make a village 

smart? 

Bhoodan movement by whom? 

Where has it been successful 

What is Party less democracy? 

Whether is it too ideal a concept? 

Chairperson: 

Should we involve major power such as US in resolving our disputes with China and 

Pakistan. 

Maldives crisis. Why is India concerned? 

 

9. Harshal Patil 

Assistant Commandant CRPF  

Graduation--Electronics and telecommunication engg 

Optional- Geography 

Bhosale Sir panel, 

Personality Test date 20/02/2018,  

morning session, last candidate to go 

Chairperson: very cordial and will make you feel comfortable. 

1.Your height, 5'11"? 
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2.do tall players possess any inherit advantage in football? (hobby).your position in 

team.? 

3. Attributes of good Center Back(CB) 

4.what is science behind football manufacturing? 

5.how many hexagons and pentagons on football? 

6.What is complete football? 

7. Your 5 strengths. 

M1: 

1. What is gondwana ? 

2.what is it's significance ? 

3.is there any rational behind this river linking project? 

4.tell me more about geographic angles. 

5.what do you understand by GREEN BUILDING? 

6.Tell us more about these GRIHA RATINGS. 

M2: (Lady member) 

1.what role this KUNG FU Marshal Art has played in your life?(Black Belt in Kung Fu 

Marshal Art) 

2. Any incidences in your life where you have used it for self defense? 

3.How will you design 3 or 6 month course for people who want to learn self defense 

techniques? 

4.places you visited recently.(travelling hobby) 

5.what is difference between tourist and traveller ? 

6.tell us about your experience of travelling in North East India. 

M3: 

What is difference between FORCE(CRPF) and Service(IPS)?(member gave very long 

introduction to question). 

2. Mandate of CRPF? why CRPF is called in states to manage elections and riot control?  

3. Technologies  having potential to  change the world ? 

4. Why nano technology?? 

M4: 
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1. Have you heard about Single Teacher School? 

2.what is rational behind these schools? 

3.tell us about the problems your district i.e.Ahmednagar is facing? 

4. As a DM how will you handle these problems? 

5.historical significance of Ahmednagar? 

6.tell us more about Jorwe culture? 

Chairperson: 

1.you mentioned the north south divide in Ahmednagar district?what are the possible 

reasons? 

2.cultural difference between Maharashtra and North east? 

3.tell me about position of women. 

Harshal your interview is over... Then Sir continued the discussion for next 5 minutes 

(general discussion started with my photo, smile and ended with UPSC process . 

 

10. Name -Viraj Tidke 

Interview date 22/2/2018  

Optional- geography 

Bhosale board 

Questions :- 

Chairperson: 

1.How are you feeling? 

2.Tell me some problems face in  rural areas of your district? 

3.What is feminisation of agriculture? 

4.What are reason for it? 

M1: 

5.In history and even today injustice have been done by some communities over other 

should we demand apology from such a community? 

6.Should we demand our artefacts which was stolen in the past from the countries like 

UK? 

6.Should we demand Peacock Throne from Iran? 
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7.What are issues with India and Iran? 

8.What is done in a recent visit of Iranian president? 

9.Significance of chabahar Port? 

M2: 

10.What is meaning of your name do you like your name? 

11.What are reasons for naxalism? 

12.Can naxalism be called militancy? 

 13.you still think there is a ideology left in naxalism? 

M3 

14.Which documentary you watch recently? 

15.What do you learn from it? 

16.Can chess be used to reduce social problems like addiction to alcoholism? 

M4: 

17.Even having many environmental protection laws why we are facing problem of 

pollution? 

18.Why these laws were not much effective? 

19.How will you ensure strict limitation of law ? 

CM: 

20.Suppose you are spoke person of Chinese government how will you support your 

stand on the South China Sea conflict? 

21.What is anti chess? 

Thankyou. 

 

11. Yogesh Choudhary: 

History optional 

Graduate in Mechanical Engineering from IIT delhi, Belongs to Rajasthan. 

Bhonsle Sir board.. 22nd Feb Afternoon session 

Chairperson: 

1.What were you thinking?(last one to be interviewed) 
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2.Why do we select you?  

3.Sitauational question..Should dm use his popularity to counter politicians illegitimate 

pressure/threat. 

M3: 

1. Explain that history repeats itself and some counterquestions 

1. Problem related to urbanisation in Delhi 

M4: 

1. How often do you jog? What do you do when you are free other than study or jog? 2. (I 

have answered that i listen to rajasthani songs) Ghoomar song of Padmavat, what were 

the objections and your view 

M1 

1. Why didn't you take Mechanical as optional? 

2. why do you want to become IAS.? 

3. but then why do u went to IIT? 

4. Three landmark event of Rajasthan history 

5. Explain accountability. 

M2: 

1. You must have heard the name of Arthshashtra. But what do you know about 

Neetishashtra, it's writer?? 

2. Antyodya meaning and schemes 

3. Brand Equity ?? 

Thankyou. 

 

12. Dr. Varun Shukla: 

Date of Interview - 27th Feb 2018 

Board - Air Marshal Ajit S Bhonsle Sir 

Optional - Mathematics  

Educational Qualification-M.Sc.(Mathematics), Ph.D.  

Chairman Sir: 

Mr. Varun U r from Allahabad..?  
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Tell me about Kumbh. Why & where celebrated. Difference between Kumbh, 

Mahakumbh & Singhasth Kumbh.  

Complete & explain the sloka.. Karmanvadhikarastu ma faleshu..  

Why you wish to join administrative Services..?  

4D & 3E concept in Administration.  

e-Governance. Its scope, Pillers & How Could we applicate it more effectively..?  

Member-1: 

Recent changes in India's Foreign Policy & Its challenges  

No detention Policy.  

'me too' campaign.  

Interlinking of rivers & Its ground reality & problems regarding Its Applicability.  

Wasenar arrangement /Australian Union & No. Of countries in Australian Group  

Member - 2: 

Any five salient feature of Budget 2018 

Zero based Budget..?  

GST, which Constitutional amendment, implemended from date, what challenges are still 

today..?  

PNB Scam, suggestion to prevent such scams, NPA.  

Bharatnet & Bharatmala.. ? 

One Nation One Election, Simultaneous Election.  

Judicial Intervention vs. Social Media  

Member - 3 (Lady)  

Educational sector reforms..  

View regarding proposal of reduction of syllabus.  

Major problems of Rural Areas, Schemes of woman empowernment, why farmars r 

suiciding..?  

Last read book (Dr. Joseph Murphy's Power of Subconscious Mind), Its theme, other 

compositions of Joseph Murphy  

Difference between game & sport 

Why Chess Board have 64 square Blocks,  
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What is zugzwang.  

Member - 4: 

ISRO' Achievement, First & recent launch.., APPLE full form 

Agni-V, Stealth Technology Kryptography  

Cyborg vs Artificial Intelligence, Possibilities & Challenges 

ODF - Ground Reality  

& Again Chairman Sir : 

Can you tell about Any recent event concerned with bureaucracy. Your opinion regarding 

Delhi secretriate Issue.  

How will you applicate your Knowledge & Experience in Civil Services. 

 

13. Gunjan Sunil Kolhe 

IIT kanpur M.Sc. Chemistry 

Hobby and interests - Dance, fitness and nutrition 

Ch- Bhosale sir 

Ch 

How did you feel entering upsc building for the first time? 

What has dance taught you? 

M1 

Give me numeric of your weight loss 

What is your fitness regime 

What kind of dances have you performed? 

Difference between kathak and bharatnatyam 

M2 

What do you expect from this interview and IAS ? 

What is good governance? 

Why did you go to kota were there no good schools in sangli? 

Why did you go to IIT, was it the institution or chemistry that attracted you? 

How will you greet someone in the night? 
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M3 

What is solid waste management? 

ARC1 AND ARC 2 what recommendations were implemented? 

M4  

What are aromatic compounds? Why are they called aromatic compounds? Name few. 

If you get a letter saying you are IAS with Mizoram cadre and another letter making you 

head of a big Dance academy which will you choose and why? 

Tell me something about Mizoram. 

What are negative aspects of RTI? 

Ch 

What is demographic dividend? 

How will you use the older generation? 

You are SP with all women police stations but still women aren't reporting crimes what 

will you do? 

How will you change the judgemental attitude of police personnel? 

 

14. LeoMessi10 

Board: Air Marshal Ajit Bhonsle 

Duration: 30-35 min 

This was my 5th Attempt, 2nd interview.  

Work-Ex: 1 year in software, currently in services 

Optional: Anthropology 

Chairman: 

1. (Chairman smiling) So tell me, are you happy to be here? 

2. I see that you are a sharpshooter. (Gestures a gun with his right hand). What are the 

qualities of a good shooter?  

[There are a couple more questions which I'm unable to recall] 

Member 1:  

1. Can you tell me about the origin of people in India? 

2. Is the debate about Aryan migration settled? 
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3. Have you heard about yellow peoples and their entry into India?  

4. I see that you are already in services. So why IAS? 

5. Have you heard about hate crimes? What do you understand by it? 

6. So do you think we are witnessing an increase in hate crimes, across the world? What 

are the reasons? 

7. If you are Deputy Commissioner, how would you prevent them? 

Member 2: 

1. Since you are a student of Anthropology, tell me what do you know about race theory. 

2. Of late, scientists have been demolishing the race theory. It is being proven that there 

are no major differences between races, and there's just one human race. What's your 

take? 

3. What social barriers do we see in our country? 

4. How should we bridge these barriers? 

5. At what level of education should we introduce this teaching of oneness? Be specific. 

Primary, secondary or higher education? 

6. In your opinion, what are the 3 things youth of our country are looking for? 

Member 3: 

1. What is mindfulness meditation? (Hobby) 

2. How did it help you in becoming a better person? 

3. Okay so you have mentioned 'deadlines'. But isn't effective work just a matter of 

sticking to tasks and ensuring that the work gets done? How does meditation come into 

the picture? 

4. (There was a long monologue that went on for 30 odd seconds. He spoke about Swachh 

Bharat, Mahatma Gandhi, Cleanliness, Toilets, Behavioral change etc etc..) And then 

asked the question: How should we inculcate change? 

5. So are incentives our only option to promote change? 

Lady Member 4 (cheerful, smiling, most affable among them all) 

1. You said a little while ago that your father inspires you. Can you elaborate? 

2. You were working at a very good company. Why did you quit it and join the civil 

service? 

3. Artificial Intelligence. Why are you interested in it? (Hobby) 
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4. Do you think that sometime in the future it will overtake human intelligence? Is that 

even desirable? 

5. Have you thought about the prospect of intelligent life elsewhere in the universe? 

6. Should we try to contact them? Stephen Hawking thinks we shouldn't. What is your 

take?  

Observations:  

The difference in quality between mock interviews and the UPSC interview is immense. 

It reflects in the quality of questions you face. 

All the members in my board were extremely cordial, incredibly patient. They never cut 

me short, listened to everything I said and only then asked the next question.  

Chairman was continuously scribbling as I spoke. Except the lady, all members were 

mostly expressionless. From their visual cues, you will not be able to discern whether 

they are perceiving your answers as unquestionable truth or absolute nonsense. 

 

15. Shriraj wani 

background- btech polymers 

hobby- watching stand up comedy 

optional- history 

bhosale sir board 

chairman 

relaxed me. told me to take my own time. we are not in hurry. 

1)why should we select you? this may not be exact question but something of that sort. 

2)what new you will bring to the system 

3)why don't you perform stand up? (watching stand up is my hobby) 

M1 

1) half a minute speech. actual question was about the perception that there is mediocrity 

and not meritocracy in system. my view was asked 

3) do you support subsidies 

4)what should be done to reduce leakages in system. 

5)how will aadhar change the scenario( I had mentioned DBT in previous answer) 

M2 
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1) 3 good qualities of an administrator 

4) is integrity not required ( I hadn't mentioned it) 

5) how Will you like the decision making process to be? I had mentioned decision 

making ability as a quality. he gave 2 options whether well thought out or quick 

3) what's the most compelling reason to visit jalgaon 

4)I said ajanta caves. he asked importance of ajanta 

5) isnt it part of our cultural heritage?  

6) should humanities/social science subjects be introduced in technical course ( I am from 

technology background) 

7)what should be those subjects?  

M3 

1) interesting question-  

there was a photoframe of gandhi on wall. So he asked me which other persons photo you 

would like to hang besides gandhi? I said nehru. then he asked me any non indian 

personality. I said abraham Lincoln. He said' that's what I wanted' 

2) he asked me whether I had studied history of Kashmir. I answered yes.  

so, he gave a situation. 

if I am asked to choose two people who will solve or be on the negotiating table for 

solving this problem.He actually asked about professional background of those people 

whether they will be journalist, diplomat etc 

m4 (lady member) 

1) she made me governor of Maharashtra and asked me how Will you develop backward 

regions of Maharashtra as a governor 

chairman again 

again situation based 

he made me chief of a task force created to solve the problem of education of children 

from nomadic tribes. he asked me to give a roadmap. 

after my answer, seemed pleased and said that you covered it very well. 

then asked me that how Will I incentives the children to remain in school. 

after my answer, added some points. to it. 

towards the end commented that I am from a very good institute. (udct Mumbai) 
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16. Murali 

M.Sc Physics, Sociology optional 

06|March Morning| last member 

Air Marshall Bhonsle 

Hobbies: Tennis, Box-office, Local politics. 

He told me that they had enough time to interview, they are not in hurry to go to lunch so 

asked me to relax and wished me all the best. 

Chairman: 

You might have faced some difficulties growing up. Tell me 3 such issues and how you 

overcame? 

M1 

So you like tennis, tell me your favourite player? And why? And in women's tennis? 

Economy is growing very good. But is everything alright? What is this unemployment 

then? How to deal with it? 

Recently there is a controversy around Pakoda, what is your take on it? 

M2 

PM visited Israel. Do you think there is divergence in our approach? 

What does this mean for our foreign policy? 

Recently Iran is also in news in India. Why? What are the projects that are taken up by 

both the countries? 

What is one amendment you want to make constitution? Do you think everything is 

alright? 

M3 

You're from Andhra. Tell me what is your take on bifurcation? Whether it benefitted or 

not? 

M4 lady 

You're interested in box office trends. Tell me what benefits the cinema have other than 

earning foreign exchange to India? 

Kashmir has been very troubled. Aspirants before you told that economic development 

would solve the issue. Do you agree? If so, what programs would solve it? 

Recently there is a viral video featuring a girl named Varrier winking to a boy. Why do 

you think it got viral? 
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Chairman 

Taking up Pakoda, we have a huge unemployment issue. How do you think we should 

deal with it? What are your priorities? 

He said ‘All the best, thank you’. I thanked everyone and returned. 

 

17. Maverick33: 

Air Marshal Bhonsle sir Board. 

CSE grad, Geo optional, 3yrs work exp., Eastern UP 

7th March. 

Started with sir's usual comforting lines..relax urself, sit more comfortably, pull chair 

forward etc etc. Think before speaking, there is pencil paper too, use that if feel like. 

Chairman sir:  

Started with please Introduce yourself.  

[ told about hometown, schools, graduation, work and then reason for leaving job and 

also included a line about why civil services]  

What difference did you observe  about womenfolk of ur hometown and clg town, 

emphasised rural areas? [ I started with urban difference that visibility of womenfolk in 

public space in hometown is relatively less; in rural areas women participation in 

agriculture is restricted in my hometown although lower caste/landless women do work, 

but in clg town rural side I saw more women in agriculture fields; women are constrained 

in decision-making in hometown and didn't see it in clg town; difference in 

progressiveness ] 

M1 :  

Why is your hometown poor? [High population and pop density so landholding is low; 

return on agri is not good, and 95% have agri occupation; coming generation youths don't 

get much opportunity due to lack of industries and service sector opportunity]  

How to increase productivity of small land holdings like of one acre? [ Focus on 

diversification, dairying, horticulture, food processing,  aqua culture, contract farming 

etc] 

Then asked, what is white revolution [ couldn't phrase properly, but talked about - drastic 

increase in milk production, based on cooperative model, whole value-chain got 

cooperatised and it helped in increasing income] 

India-nepal relation, is it going in positive direction. [ Said it is not upto the potential, 

there have been ebb and flow in the relation; currently Nepal has started using China card, 

China is making highways/Rail and dry port in Nepal; their political establishment uses 
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anti-india card for vote bank politics; India should focus more on strengthing the 

relationship] 

What advantage can India have/use for strengthening this? [ sir, 1st geographic proximity, 

for eg  in case of disasters like EQ it is India which can help better, people-people 

realtions, ethnicity, kinship relation  of Madeshi and east up//Bihar,  employment 

opportunity to Nepalese etc] 

Should we close the open border between India and Nepal? [I straightway said NO, it will 

affect their economy etc, but said if instances like drug-human trafficking/smuggling etc 

get start due to this then we should definitely look into it otherwise open border is very 

important] 

M2  

Basketball : who is your favourite player?  

Can India adopt college-basketball model - like Stanford and Harvard, where they even 

get Olympic medal [ a bit rhetoric answer, including basketball has less popularity in 

indian clg youth, court is not available is most clgs(only in big ones), and suggested if it 

gets popularized like hockey/kabaddi LEAGUE i.e. broadcasted events then we can 

definitely adopt that model] 

My job related : why India doesn't have big chip-manufacturing sector. [ Couldn't answer 

well, started with Taiwan, SK, Japan etc have already captured most export market; India 

doesn't have raw material/semiconductors; also lack of "skilled labour" --- here I did 

wrong!! He cross questioned this.. ] 

If Intel opens chip-manufacturing here, would it count as Make in India, as technology 

and capital will be theirs? [ Yes sir; land, labour would be ours, employees would get 

income/job, govt will get taxes, export will increase, would increase interest of other 

competitor and thus more FDI, employees would learn technology — and thus as happens 

in many cases, startup etc will grow for niche areas to cater Intel like units] 

Why India doesn't have as much patent as US etc, even though when same type of India-

migrant employees go there they get more patent. [ Talked about - here graduates do not 

prefer RnD/PhD and mostly focus on big paying placements after bachelor degree, and 

industry-academia collaboration is less; secondly as in my company for patent work one 

needs to devote extra time and it sometime affects normal work output, and not thus not 

much encouraging among employees ] 

M3 : 

What is the difference between jugaad and innovation? [ Jugaad is frugal Innovation 

which mostly focuses on short-term improvisation, whereas Innovation focuses on 

making it more commerically viable, scalable etc ] 

How to tap up this potential of Indian jugaad to create innovation? [ More collaboration 

with industry-academia-government , more funding and other support ] 

What is the meaning of your middle name? 
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So, you are a student of geography, tell me 3 importance of Africa to India. [ I said, it is 

important source of material resources including copper; oil in sudan/Nigeria etc,. Then 

said Africa has about 53 countries and their help is important for reforming multilateral 

institutions like UN reform where 2/3rd majority of UNGA is needed, also said it is 

important for maritime security.] 

He asked one more? [ Sir, Africa is going to be a very big market, and India can increase  

trade and export to it just like China has alread started]. He said "yes,i wanted to hear 

this" 

A big case study,. Tldr;  situation is , My car -- A bus -- next car with wobbling tire. You 

overtook the bus from wrong side, went to wobbling car, fixed the issue, came back. Then 

when the bus reaches to you, the driver and conductor came out shouting and about to hit 

you for overtaking from wrong side. How will you Protect yourself? [ Sir since they are 

two and I'm one, I'll use emotional argument and will shout "yeah, go on hit me once or 

twice, but do you know why I did this? I saved someone's life. Do you know that 

wobbling tyre can also happen to your bus, and you are traveling with 50passengers, I 

hope you realise the importance of saving life!! Etc etc.."] 

M4 : 

Should the  process patent be allowed, like product patent? I asked whether I have to 

answer for pharmaceutical or in general... 

[ Definitely mam, process is as important as product, if we don't appreciate process 

innovation and give royalty to the creator then it will lead to loss of innovation and 

creativity. We can take help of evergreening prohibition and compulsory licencing 

sections for frivolous patent.. //although these two are about product patent imo// :/ ] 

Algorithm! How will you use it for preventing/catching bank fraud [ I gave big answer, 

about how we can now have algorithms which can exactly copy human intelligence in the 

form of AI, I said we humans as an Auditor, regulator, supervisor use steps like data 

analysis, pattern finding, balance sheet analysis etc; algorithms can do this in much larger 

scale, more efficiently. So by using big data algorithm, finding credit/earning mismatch, 

patterns etc we can analyse it better.. ] she was visibly satisfied, as mam repeated "yes by 

pattern finding!" 

Chairman sir again  -  

India - SL relation :  big intro, like this Prez vs previous Prez and their relation with India, 

and  since China got the strategic Hambantota project, what lever does India have? [ After 

FTA,. SL trade with India has increased, and by increasing this and supplementing it with 

next level of SERVICES/professionals Liberalization we can help SL. They need 

doctors/engineers and we have plenty of it.  When their trade with India as a percent of 

their GDP rises they will have more interest in this relationship.  

By providing scholarships to their graduates in important educational institutions like IITs 

nits etc. 

By leveraging cultural aspect, Tamil, Buddhism etc. ] 
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After demise of last CM of TamilNadu, do you think now Tamil issue can be solved 

easily? [ I didn't know exactly, but said Jayalalitha's demand and SL civil war and its 

repercussions coincidenced; but now there is normal situation in N and East SL so 

anyway it now won't affect much. Plus our demand of constitutional amendment and 

more devolution of power to local provincial bodies has been accepted ] 

Is India doing anything for this in SL? [ Yes sir, don't know exactly but Affordable 

housing scheme, and other social infrastructures are being build by Indian assistance] 

 

18. Bhaskar Jyoti: 

My interview Experience  

Brief Introduction about myself- I am Bhaskar Jyoti, a doctoral research fellow at 

Jawaharlal Nehru University. Prior to doing PhD I did Bsc (H) Chemistry from ARSD 

College, University of Delhi and MA in Political Science from IGNOU. Originally 

hailing from Saharsa, Bihar but had my senior secondary education in Bokaro Steel City, 

Jharkhand.  

My interview was on 05/03/2018 in the afternoon session. I was really very frightened 

about facing the interview because in last 2-3 mock interviews the experts had advised me 

to look calm and stress free and keep smiling all through my interview, which according 

to them I was not doing during my mock interviews. The stress of good presentation was 

augmented by the apprehension of getting so called unfavorable boards. However, when 

the attendant announced that we were allocated Bhonsale Sir’s board, I took a deep breath 

and thanked Mahadev for being kind to me because he was known to be soft spoken and 

kind to candidates. I was the second person to go for interview. The first person who went 

inside took fairly enough time, so, my anxiety level was increasing with every passing 

minute. I was in apprehension that since the first guy had already spent significant time, 

so I might see a reduction in my allocated time. While waiting outside the interview 

room, the guard told me that since you are from Bihar and Bhonsale sir had recently been 

to Gaya for offering Pind dan to his parents so he might ask you questions from Gaya. 

Then he told me there is a lady member inside the room who was an IAS officer and she 

is very strict. His words were compounding my anxiety level, I told him okay leave about 

the board, tell me where are you from and how do you see election results of north east, 

then he went on explaining how the lotus had bloomed in Tripura and I got chance to 

smile as well as relax.  

Finally the bell rang and I was asked to go inside and my ordeal had begun. Contrary to 

the mock interview settings, the chairman was sitting in front of me and two members 

were sitting on both the lateral side of king size table. After wishing the members, 

Chairman asked me to sit in the chair. I was smiling in between. He asked me to sit 

comfortably and stick my back to the chair. He specifically asked me to sit deep into the 

chair and then pull the chair little forward, I did as instructed by him. Then the 

conversation began, the account of which is described below in the conversation format. 

Chairman (Ch)- Bhaskar, you are a suitable candidate for this service, we want you to be 

here. We will have interaction with you and will try to know your opinion on various 
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subjects in next few minutes. You can speak in Hindi as well English, you can even mix 

the two languages, there is no problem, feel comfortable. There is a page and pencil in the 

bag, take it out and you can use it in framing your answer. 

Me- Ok sir, I took out the paper and pencil from the bag, kept smiling. 

Chairman- Bhaskar you are a smiling personality, is it natural or you are intentionally 

smiling? 

Me- Sir its natural. Lady member, yes it seems to be natural. 

Ch- Bhaskar we were seeing your DAF, you did BSc and then moved to some other 

subject, its interesting, could you explain the transition? 

Me- gave the answer 

Ch- you have the hobby of creative writing? When did you develop this hobby? 

Me- Sir, during college days used to participate in creative writing competitions and from 

there I developed the hobby of writing poems. 

Ch- asked few more questions, I am unable to recall now, then he asked the lady member 

to continue. 

M1 (Lady member)- Bhaskar, do you know there is a finance commission in our country 

which is appointed every 5 years 

Me- yes Mam 

M1- Is there any constitutional provision for its establishment? 

Me- yes mam, article 280 of our constitution mandates the formation of planning 

commission. 

M1- Yes, good. There has been an important change after the recommendation of last 

finance commission, do you have any idea? 

Me- Yes mam, the process of devolution of fund to the states has cha nged after the 

recommendation of finance commission and it has increased from 32% to 42% 

M1- yes, there has been a significant change after this, can you say what it is? 

Me- Mam, earlier the devolution of funds to the states were partly under the control of 

planning commission and states always had dissatisfaction towards the disbursement of 

fund, now the finance commission fixed some criteria like forest cover, population 

(intervention of M1)… 

M1- These were there earlier also..what new has happened.. 

Me- I tried to say something again, but she herself explained that now the centre’s control 

over devolution of fund has ended. (she wanted to hear these words) 

M1- Okay, now I will ask you some question from political science. 
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Me- Thought in my mind that now the bad time starts…was really afraid which theory or 

thinker will she ask about.. 

M1- The government has done lot of thing to improve the economy in last year, among 

them GST was one important thing, do you think is it going to benefit the economy.. 

Me- (I was so happy from within I cannot explain you because I was expecting some core 

political science question and she ended with a normal GS question. I felt relaxed and 

then answered.). Yes mam, GST will benefit our economy on three fronts a) benefit to the 

consumers b) benefit to the business entities c) benefit to the government and explained 

few points under each heading. 

M1- ok and then she indicated towards member 2. 

M2- He asked me few questions but I am not able to recall but one question that I recall 

was- Bhaskar, can you name some neighbours with whom we have very good relation 

and other neighbours with whom we have bad relation? 

Me- Sir we have exemplary relation with one of the Himalayan kingdom, Bhutan but our 

relation with other Himalayan Kingdom Nepal has deteriorated in recent times, besides 

Nepal we have tensed relation with Maldives also. 

M2- and not with Pakistan? 

Me- Yes sir, sorry I forgot to take the name of Pakistan. 

M2-Bhaskar, if one is posted as an IAS what characteristics or traits should he have and 

do you think you have those traits? 

Me- Sir one should have the leadership quality, team work spirit, empathy, honesty etc 

and I have developed these traits over the years. 

M2- Oh you have already developed these traits… 

Me- Sir, I mean I have tried to develop these traits …. 

M2- Okay, where do you think you have shown your leadership skill? 

Me- I am the president of JNU mithila manch and JNU creative writing club, both these 

bodies hold regular meetings which are attended by 200-300 members. Being the 

President of these clubs I have led them….(interruption) 

M2 asked me some more questions but I don’t know why I have forgotten those 

questions.. 

M3- Bhaskar, farmers are in distress in our country, do you agree and why are they in 

distress? 

Me- Yes sir, farmers are in distress but the reason of distress is different in different 

regions of India. We had two subsequent years of draught because of el nino so because 

of draught situation farmers were in distress in Marathawada and Vidarbh region in 

regions like Bihar, there is issue of perennial flood…(interruption) 
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M3- ok, so have we done anything for perennial flood? 

Me- Sir, the government has started the river linking scheme but I don’t think river 

linking will help control flood situation in Bihar, flood can be controlled in Bihar by 

making dams….(interruption)  

M3- But Nepal has objections towards building of dams? What is the problem in building 

dams? 

Me- Sir, a large is submerged under dams, so Nepal has reservations against building 

dam. 

M3- then what alternative is there? 

Me- Sir, other than building dams, diversion of river water into irrigation canal can be 

done, and Indian government and Nepal govt has reached upon the MOU to divert the 

water of Son Kosi river to Kamla Balan. Sir embankments should be made all across the 

length of the river. It is necessary to reduce the vulnerability of flood, to do that people 

living in embankment area should be evacuated and there should be proper coordination 

between NDRF and SDRF. 

M4- Bhaskar, you 

 

Interview Transcripts 2018, [07.03.18 20:25] 

have studied in European Studies. 

Me- yes sir, I will ask you some question from Europe. There have been referendums and 

elections in west European countries recently. What impact do they have on Europe? 

Me- Sir, the referendum in Catalonia was for secession from Spain and the 2014 

referendum in Scotland was for the independence of Scotland from the UK. However at 

that time UK was part of EU, so the majority voted for being the part of UK but after 

Brexit the scenario has changed and the second referendum in Scotland being planned is 

for independence. As far as elections are concerned, there were elections in Germany, 

France and Italy and in all these countries there has been an emergence of far right parties 

and euroskeptic parties. German parliament is running in hung condition for last 5 months 

because Angela Merkel was not able to find a coalition partner. There has been an 

increasing hate sentiment towards immigration… 

M4 asked some follow up question on France and Germany,   I am not able to recall 

precisely. 

M4- Bhaskar, you play badminton? 

Me- Yes Sir 

M4- Why has badminton grown very rapidly in recent years? 

Me- Sir, Badminton is a fitness game. India has grown from generation X to generation Y 

and the next generation is looking beyond studies. Since badminton does not require 10-
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12 players it can been played between as less as 2 players so it has developed as a popular 

game among housing societies. Government is also incentivizing this game. Medals in 

Olympic are motivating youths especially the girls to take this game as a career 

opportunity. States like Haryana are running schemes like “Padak lao pad pao”, so all 

these together has helped this game to become popular. 

M4- ok, there is a UK based model of education and another is US based. In first model 

elementary education is imparted free of cost while in the other upto phd education is 

free, do you think India should also adopt such model? 

Me – Sir, the preamble of our constitution says India is a sovereign socialist democratic 

republic, in a socialist country welfare is the prime objective of a government. India has 

huge demographic dividend, 60% of our population is young. If we want to reap the 

benefit of this demography then we need to skill and educate our youth. Article 21a of 

constitution already has elementary education as fundamental right, only the elementary 

education would not help this country grow, so we should move ahead and avail cheap 

education at higher level, then only youth would write the epoch of country’s 

development. 

M4- ok, should there be vocational education? 

Me- yes sir 

Chairman – Bhaskar you must be a debator.. 

Me- Yes sir, I used to debate during my college days. 

Ch- do you think our education system promotes creativity? 

Me- Sir earlier the focus was on rot learning but the scenario has changed now, both 

public and govt schools are taking initiative to develop creativity. Students from Kendriya 

Vidayalaya and Navodaya go for exchange program from one zone to another and 

participate in debate, painting competitions etc. Recently I saw a video on social media 

where students were learning tables of 2/3 by singing it in chorus and dancing on its tune, 

thus new ideas are being developed. 

Ch- you were talking about demographic dividend, do you think commercialization of 

education should be there? 

Me- yes sir, there is nothing wrong in commercialization of education however it should 

be regulated, so that masses can afford the education. 

Ch- How will you promote vocational education? 

Me- sir the government should…(interruption) 

Ch- Bhaskar, government should have done many things in last 70 years but it has not 

done, what you will do tell us..think and then speak  

Me- Sir, I will allow private players to invest in education sector, spending under 

corporate social responsibility should be obligated and some foreign universities are 
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trying to open their branches in India but the govt is not allowing them to open, they 

should come and open their branches. 

Ch- so do you think, a university of Finland will open a branch in your Saharsa? 

Me 

- sir, Bihar has huge rate of migration for education, if they could open a branch it would 

be so good, even if not in Saharsa atleast in the capital city Patna. 

Ch- Ok Bhaskar your interview is over. 

 

19. Tom Billa: 

Name:  what's there in that? 

MA economics, worked in analytics, currently teaching in a college 

Maharashtra 

Board: Bhosale Sir 

Last to go in morning session 

Duration: 40 minutes  

CM:welcome to the interview. 

U have done this ...then this...and now doing the most noble work that is teaching....u 

have studied from Gokhale institute...which is a highly prestigious.... U r from 

economics, that is humanities....these day wen we see mostly engineers around it's good 

to see a humanities background Candidate... 

So prima facie we find you suitable for this job.... So let's begin 

Be comfortable. U can use the paper and the pencil to jot down the points before 

answering. And believe me those who did this, have performed better. 

Tell me how your work experience at xxxx analytics and at xxx college will help you as 

an administrator. 

What do you do to make students speak up? 

(Picked from my answer) 

M3: states competing to attract fdi. Good or bad 

Competition or collaboration. What is needed. 

Dealing with terminally ill patients. What are the issues involved. 

M2: have you seen antarjali yatra 
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( This bong uncle was weird) 

I said no....then he told me...it's a movie starring Shatrughan Sinha... Who is a 

Chandal....u r posted as a sdm in a very remote and backward dist ....there is a block with 

high concentration of chandals...the DM has given u the task of mainstreaming the 

chandals...tell me the three things u will do 

Tell me about educational institutions in Pune. 

There's no IIT IIM in Pune. Isn't it  injustice 

No IIM in entire maharashtra. Which is industrially developed. Isn't it injuatice 

Doesn't maharashtra always get step motherly treatment from centre 

Rank in descending order the three most powerful heads of state/govt in the world right 

now. 

( I replied mr. Trump, mr. Namo , mr. Xi jinping) 

Trump is fine, why modi at no 2 ... Why not xi 

M1 (she looked exactly like Indira Gandhi jee ) 

Pune is blah blah blah. 

Tell me some concepts of economics which can be applied to town planning and how. 

(Only one question... She asked followups on my points) 

M4: 

Why farmers in Maharashtra commit suicide? 

GM crops , what should be done? 

Problems with Bt. Cotton. 

Is sugarcane suitable for maharashtra? 

What needs to be done? 

Farm loan waiver. Your views? 

Chairman: so we come to the end of the interview. You are from xxx district. Tell me 

about tribals in your district. 

Have you visited a tribal hamlet? 

Do you know any tribal personally? 

What are the different tribes? 

Imr is high in tribals of your district. As a DM what all will you do? 
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Ok. Hope you enjoyed . Thank you 

Me: Thank you sir. Should I keep this paper here or take it along with me? 

Thank you sirs. Mam 

Note: 

Bhosale sir has honey on his tongue and so do all his panelists. 

It seems the strategy is to make candidate super comfortable so that he reveals his true 

self/biases/ etc 

 

20. Dhruv 

Interview date - 8th March 

Air marshal Ajit Bhosle sir board 

Sociology optional 

Hobbies - football and amateur astronomy 

First to go(morning session) 

Ch - Dhruv you are suitable candidate for the services, well built well dressed and with 

qualification, now with a line of questions we'll affirm our faith so be comfortable and 

take out the pencil and paper. 

Ch - today is a important day, what day is celebrated today internationally? 

Why is it celebrated? 

What do you mean by empowerment? 

Indian cricket team is on a winning spree and people say it's because of the captain, What 

do you think? (Not my hobby) 

So you say team is important too? 

M1 : what are the security challenges for India as nation? 

Interrupted in between- what are non state actors? 

Don't you think Pakistan uses the excuse of non state actors to perpetuate terrorism and 

achieve its own agenda? 

If you are the DM of a district facing high incidence of stone pelting what would you do 

to reduce such instances within 6 months? 

What's AFSPA? What do mean by extraordinary situation? 
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There is lot of migration to cities like Delhi which leads to huge pressure on 

infrastructure, what do you say is the right approach to solve this problem? 

M2 - did you watch the yesterday's match ( referring to Juventus vs Tottenham)( I hadn't 

so I said no , he told me the score then) 

Tell me Dhruv, the role of psu in India after independence. 

Don't you think they outlived their utility in today's world? 

But these organisations have mandate to serve the poor man and operate in remote 

location where private sectors don't naturally operate so won't it be unfair to just compare 

private and public sector on the scale of balance sheet? 

So AIIMS and Apolo hospital should seen through same parameters? 

M3 - so Dhruv, talking about empowerment, we often say empowerment is coequivalent 

to access to information, do you agree? 

I see that you did your 12th in 2009 and graduated in 2014, was there a year gap and 

why? 

M4- how old is women's day? 

What was USA's role in International women's day? 

Tell me three things you didn't like about the budget? 

You have to build a reservoir in a area where a very ancient temple stands which is dear 

to the residents of the area, how will you proceed? 

Ch- why don't you write Sharma after your name? Why is it just dhruv?  

Why is pole star called pole star? 

Oh, so after some time the current pole star won't be the one above north pole? 

So right now it's exactly above north pole? 

Dhruv you are the goalie and penalty shootout is going on, with score of 4-4, it's the last 

penalty and you are defending,the shooter can shoot with both legs, what would be your 

approach? 

Thank you, your interview is over. All the best and have a good day!! 

This is all I can remember, the board of Bhosle sir is I think one of the most cordial one, 

they make you completely comfortable and all the panelist are responsive to your answers 

and are looking at you when you answer. 

Had a few laughs with the board members in there too. 

So all in all a very good experience. 

All the best to the candidates going for the interview. 
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21. BullsEye: 

(Loosely worded): 

Board: Air Marshall Ajit Bhonsale 

Optional : Law 

(friendly conversation for few seconds followed by questions) 

1. Chairman: 

President of India had in his republic day referred to two aspects in law. He had said 

about rule of law and the rule by law." 

What do you understand by these two terms. 

M1: 

2. What is 3 C? Do you think they are a hindrance to the efficient functioning of the 

system? 

3. You must have read todays newspaper report on Aaarushi Talwar Case and CBIs 

decision to go for appeal.? What do you think about it? Do you think they should go for 

appeal?.  

M2: 

4. With just a chicken neck insufficient to deploy armed forces, and looming threat of 

China at Arunachal Pradesh, its likely tomorrow China will take over Nagaland, Manipur 

and whole of NE. Our Armed forces have very limited access to these areas due to high 

challenges. How do you think India would address these situations ? 

M3:  

5. I have an idea regarding huge pendency in Supreme Court. Lets distribute the cases 5 

each among the law students, teachers, interns, young lawyers and ask them to resolve the 

situation and then hand over cases to Supreme Court. We would be able to close cases in 

a matter of few days. What do you think about it? 

6.  Can you name some of the women leaders in south Asia? 

Follow up- Why despite political leadership, women hasnt been empowered? Why does 

this situation exist? 

M4: 

7. Assuming you are a head of Municipal Corporation, how will you promote Urban 

farming? 

8. Can you tell us why IBC has come into place? How is its functioning? 

Chairman: (Last Q): 
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9. As we started with President quote, lets end with President quote itself. "I have always 

found that mercy bears richer fruits than strict justice as said by Abraham Lincoln. What 

do you think about it? Can you suggest something from your own personal experience 

about this situation? 

 

22. Ajay: 

12th march: 

Bhosle sir board 

First to go in morning  

Ch: what's your height? 

2. Headlines of today? 

3. Reasons for PM's preference for younger ias officers at backword districts? 

4. Why not state civil servants? 

M1: 

1. Favourate pub ad topics? 

2. How will you handle mobs? 

3. Curfew?  

4. Long question on padmavat, something related to literature was also invoved, asked me 

to establish link between 3 things?( couldn't understand,  said sorry sir) 

M2: 

1. Bcci issues,  cricket reforms disussion and issues, spot fixing 

2. How is eligible for aadhar enrolment?  Only indian ? 

3. Criteria for foreigners?  

M3: 

1. Issues with backward and tribal districts and your strategy to resolve? 

2. What about education in those areas? 

M4: 

1. Tell about famous Gandhis?(daf) 

2. Ideals usefull in civil services of Gandhi ji? 

3. How will you handle violent protests?  
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4. What will you do if your subordinates are not listening to you in case of violent 

protest? 

Ch: 

Suppose you are advisor of North korean head of state, how will you brief him for 

meeting with usa president?  

M1: 

Role of china, iran, saudi etc in above meeting?  

Few questions i might have missed! 

Board was expression less and cordial  

 

23. UNKNOWN 

Board- Bhosale sir 

Time- 25-30 min 

Optional- PSIR 

Work- Assistant PF Commissioner 

Hobbies- Teaching and Wathching Films 

CP- So Aniket in next 25-30 min we will try to check ur suitability for the civil services. 

However u already look suitable from ur DAF. Graduation from Fergusson working as 

Assistant PF Commissioner. But we would like to know ur personality and u have to help 

us in tht. Use pen and paper, think ur answer and then tell us.  

CP- U r intrested in teaching. Then he explained about coaching classe and their 

disadvantage. Then he said as Secretary of Education Dept in Maharashtra wht will u do 

to address the issue.  

M1-  

U play cricket. Tell me whether batsman can be stumed out on no ball? 

How many no balls are allowed in the over? ( I said no such limit he said only one no ball 

is allowed.I didn't argue) 

How will u rate our relation with neighbouring countries and then follow up question on 

why such rating?  

China is building roads in our neighbouring countries then why not India? What is the use 

of buying defence equipment if we can not use it? 

Do u know a govt scheme announced by PM regarding the same? 
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M2- 

What is EPF,PPF and GPF? And the difference? 

How the fund is managed in EPFO?  

Whta is the investment pattern? 

M3-  Lady Member 

What are the member's grievances regarding PF? 

What is the biggest one? 

Suppose u r posted in parent ministry what change u will make to bring down the 

grievances? Tell me two changes 

Where will u like to work apart from Banglore? I said anywhere mam. Then she asked 

tell me one place then i said i will like to go to Pune.The she smiled. 

M4-  

What are the two oldest scripts and two oldest languages in the world? 

Regarding EPFO what are the ways to know the balances? 

How ur website is working? 

Tell me about Nehru's foreign policy? Ur comment on the same 

CP- Suppose ur posted as Collector of Raigad district(my home disrtict) what changes u 

will like to bring? Just tell the areas. 

Which movies u have watched and liked? 

U said newton? What is the biggest flaw in that character? 

What is ur plan now? 

I said i will have lunch now. 

He asked what will u have in lunch? 

I said i have not decided yet i will go and decide. 

Ok what u prefer veg or non veg? So tht we can suggest. 

i said non veg? He asked u r very hungry or u can travel? I said i cam travel not much 

hungry.Then he said go to the pundakar road. Thr r some restaurants where u can get 

good nonveg.He also guided me how to go thr. 

 

24. Anuj: 
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Board : Bhosale Sir 

Mech engg, Maharashtra, IPS, history optional 

Ch : get comfy, you already are in IPS, so your mettle has already been proven, we just 

want to see your functional suitability. 

History, make case that marathas did not lose in battle of panipat 

M1 : difference between quality control and quality assurance 

Ashok, akbar, british india, and post independent India, tell me how India got eroded 

(didn't understand the question fully) how Eastern part of the country was lost 

M2 : public outburst of 4 senior SC judges, right or wrong? 

Lawyers go on strike often and are violent, what do they achieve (again vaguely worded) 

Cases transferred from state police to CBI, why? And yet investigation by CBI continues 

to be poor. 

M3 : Make in India - why? What steps are taken by the government to attract foreign and 

domestic investors? 

World economic forum - what is it? What parameters do they use for bringing out 

reports? 

M4 : why IAS? IN CG, what steps would you take to bring about holistic development of 

health, edu and finances of your district in first 5 years? Ground reality is that people 

want to leave and just go to Raipur. 

What do you think of this panel?  

Ch : what is responsibility? What is your plan for the day? 

I said I'll go and meet a few friends to which M2 asked about routine in NPA, which 

Cadre I got. Chairman interrupted and said "Interview is over". 

P.S. very cordial board, no grilling whatsoever. Seems their thrust is on DAF. 

 

25. Ashis Mittal 

Hobbies – Carrom, Cricket and Mythology – Indian.  

Educational background – CA, CS, B.com 

Currently – Manager at RBI 

Bhonsle Sir Board 
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Started with his usual calming speech. You are suitable – and in the next 30 mins we 

would like to know your personality. U can sit with your back resting on the chair, that 

way you will be more comfortable. U can write on the paper to organise ur thoughts. 

Chairman –  

Q) So if I give you 1% wealth of Arcelor Mittal, would you take it? 

Q) Has NABARD achieved its objectives? 

Q) How long did Swami Vivekananda stayed at Belurmath? (Daf Based – in Address) 

M1 

Q) Role of RBI in PNB scam 

Q) Role of CAs, especially in corruption 

Q) You have done so may things and then are preparing for civil services. Wouldn’t 

graduation have -not sufficed? 

Q) Sterlite Industries involved in a scam. (DAF – holding company of Vedanta) – Was 

not aware of such a scam. 

M2 (This part was very bad) 

Q) What is Nation Building? 

Q) Difference between Nation Building and Nation Development? 

Q) GST – How will you establish accountability? (Did not understand what he wanted) 

Q) What will u do as a Civil Servant? Told him about IAS – Education.  

Q) Some innovative thing which you would adopt to improve education? 

M3 

Q) Where would you like to be posted? Told Home state 

Q) District? Told Home District 

Q) What is the one problem there? How will you solve it? Cross questions on this.  

Q) RBI’s decision on LoU banning. Is it a kneejerk reaction? 

M4 

Q) Role of overseas branch in PNB case. 

Q) RBI as a banker’s bank. What is the role? 

Q) After FRDI Bill, wont it get diluted?  

Q) RBI’s inspection in PNB scam? Issues. Told them that I was not aware. 
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Chairman 

Q) What is the purpose of education? Told him intellectual development for social 

upliftment 

Q) Swami Vivekanada said that the purpose of education is to bring out the good already 

there in u? What did he mean by this? 

Thank You. 

 

26. Karthik R 

Bhonsle board 

Optional- Geography 

Graduation- Electronics and communication engg 

Don't know how useful this can be because most of them were based on my DAF... 

Chairman- 

-How close are education and creativity in the schools? Are they going together? If not 

what is to be done? 

Member 1- 

-Do you know reliance fresh? How is its business model? 

-What is a microwave? What is its frequency range? 

-Is the frequency range fixed or variable for various purposes and also according to the 

countries? 

-Can we use radar in space? 

Member 2- 

-Why is Kerala forward in many indices compared to other states? 

-Make a short film on an issue concerning both Kerala and other states. 

-Make a short film on any parameter wrt human development index, the issue should be a 

concern to both Kerala and other states. 

-What is your opinion regarding the recent death of the person in attapady? 

-What is the tribal to non tribal ratio at attapady? 

-Has the harmony of Kerala society been affected by the recent death? 

Member 3- 
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-Some very long question on some incident in Kerala which I didn't understand, so said 

I'm not aware of that incident 

- What is crafting counterfeit foliage? 

-How do you lay optic fibre - underground or with the help of poles? Which is better if 

we want to lay it up to Leh? 

-What is Kumarakom famous for? What is responsible tourism? 

Member 4- 

-What does Karthik mean? 

-What is the other name by which Kerala is known? And why so? 

-Why Alleppey called Venice of the East? 

-How is the condition of the backwaters there? 

-How houseboats cause pollution? 

-Is corruption less in Kerala? 

Chairman- 

-U had missed a point when u said about Alleppey, the food there... 

-Why is Karimeen (pearl spot) so special compared to other fish in India? 

Your interview is over. 

 

27. Ash Singh: 

Date  : 14th march, afternoon session 

Board :Ajit Bhosale sir  

Bihar 

Btech : CSE, NIT Durgapur 

Hobbies : chess, warfare stories,weapons, pranayam 

Entered the room , wished everyone. 

Chairman Sir :  

Please come in , sit comfortably like you sit while doing pranayam and if you want you 

can keep hands on table as well. ( :).. Sir was most cordial through out) 

— We have a "shanka" regarding your name. PLease remove our shanka.(I explained the 

meaning). 
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— what news chanels do you watch ?  

— Do you get sleep at night if you donot watch news debates ? :D (answered that I donot 

have any obsession but I watch for both entertainment and knowledge) 

— what was the last book you read on modern warfare? 

M1:  

1. how do you define modern warfare? 

2. what should India not import all the defense equipments from abroad? 

3. what transfer of technology? 

4. Tell about Ruy Lopez opening. If it is penetrative enough?(answered) 

5. Tell about evolution of digital.  (told about representation in 0s and 1s) 

 counter question : digital vs binary (GOt confused and horror story began) 

6. digital vs analog. (Most horrible part of interview) 

  — went blank for few seconds and could not answer even after a hint. 

7. what is e-governance? how will you implement it? (was prepared and answered is 

satisfactorily) 

M2: 

1. Dont you think with e-governance there would be risks of theft and cyberfrauds? 

2. Is pub culture degrading culture of bengaluru? 

3. of late accidents are increasing. reasons? 

  — I asked for clarification if it is about bengaluru? 

  — answered about increasing vehicles , but insufficeint improvement in road designs 

and capacity. 

  — again I asked if he was referring to any recent hike? (I felt bad about asking for 

clarification again) 

4. If road rage is also one cause? 

  — again got confused with exact meaning and told road rage occurs after accidents. 

  — then it triggered to me that its about aggressive driving on roads. Then I corrected it 

and gave one more reason. 

  — He was not very convinced with my answering approach. 

M3.  
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1. what is the business model of Paytm? 

2. what symbols of security are available on an internet browser? (Could tell only one) 

  — He kept saying, you are a computer science engineer, that is why I am asking. 

3. Number of steel plants in Durgapur(Again could tell about only one, though there are 

2) 

  — He said: you have lived for 4 years in Durgapur , you must know. 

M4 

1. Most dominant community in Silvassa?(answered)--> Current residence. 

2. Situational question : How would you implement adhaar linkage in your district? cost-

benefit analysis. While answering she kept changing her question in round about manner 

and was trying to put me under pressure. (She didnot look satisfied) 

Chairman Sir: 

Gave a big smile again. I smiled back. 

1. Mauritius has raised the stakes high, an official has compared the internal emergency 

situation to J&K issue. As foreign secy what would you advise? 

  — I corrected him that the statement has been from Maldives and not MAuritius.  

  — I said I would not advise direct intervention. 

2. why should we not choke Maldives like we did to Nepal?(answered) 

— He looked satisfied and said Good. 

After saying Thank you , he said ki "tum bach gaye" —-> Dont know what he meant. 

Next he asked what are your plans for the Day? 

— answered will watch the movie "Aiyarri". 

— He asked the meaning of the word and actors.(could not answer ).. but other members 

pitched in to explain him and it appeared that it was a casual conversation ..but dont 

know. 

Comments : THe board was cordial, but I feel I put myself under pressure and messed up 

in a couple of questions. 

 

28. Sachin H: 

March 16 afternoon 

Air Marshal Bhonsle Sir, 

Karnataka 

Mech engineer 
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Optional Literature 

1 year Job  

1st one to go. 

 

Chairman 

Makes you comfortable by asking you to be calm,to take time before speaking and use 

paper if need be(Calm your nerves in time slot) 

1. There's talk on inclusiveness everywhere. What according to you is inclusiveness(Long 

question) 

2. why should we even worry about it 

3. what fraternity has anything to do with Fraternity 

(he himself tells what's the relationship after my answer and passes Baton) 

 

M1 

1.When did this idea to join civil service came to you? 

2.Have you heard of Stealth mode. what mechanism? 

3. explain your engineering project 

4. what is MPFI(Multi point Fuel Injection) system 

5. Your academics is so good, why don't you join as faculty?(Unsatisfied with reason) 

6. what emission standard Euro has now 

7. whats India standard in it? What pollutanats do we target 

 

M2(Lady) 

1. What is special about your place(It's in western Ghats) 

2. which Hydropower project is near your place? 

3. So tell me there's always a friction about building dam and lose of livelihood and 

forest. What you think? 

4. (as I started with thers a conflict between development and environment she cut me 

short) don't give me theory. Tell me ther are people who loose livelihood and people who 

loose land. Don't they? 

5. (Yes ma'am. The dam issue was taken up by two committee as well...cut me short) I 

know the committee, But my question is they have marked some areas as sensitive..what's 

it called? 

6. yes, that's what. So they say not build anything here. Is it a good policy or bad 

policy(Not good) 

7. why a bad policy? 

8. tell me how may people were rehabilitated? How much area was submerged, what 

percentage of reforestation has happened? (Didn't know- 60 year old project) 

 

M3(Smiling mostly) 

1. So u said your town is famous of rafting? So there were case of people falling and 

never rescued(Said- Not the case- I have fallen and I'm alive - All laughs) 
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2. Okay. Then I'll ask about other question. Engineering project based. 

3. whats a sonnet(DAF) 

Follow ups on it 

4. Should we electrify our trains or not? And why(yes to reduce emission, but in revenue 

generation lines only) 

5. But electrification source is again coal..how will we be solving it 

6. whats the diesel produced to consumed ratio of India  

 

M4 

1.What's Guntur famous for?(DAF) 

2.Heard the movie amazing China? What's it about 

3. A talk on creating Revoking passports of wilful defaulter is on cards. What's your 

views 

4. whats WTO case of USA on India that was in news today 

5. on which Rule of WTO? What's the conditions for applying that rule? 

6. blood donation , organiser or Donor 

7. how many times blood donated 

8. whats the gap between two donation 

9. the CoA has ordered something to BCCI today..what's it? WhY? 

 

C 

1. I'll ask about IR. Which country u want(no preference) 

2. no tell me? (Indo China) the two countries should work together..Wht they keep 

fighting between themselves( out of many reason mentioned China Pak axis) 

3. Why should we worry about China - Pak. Let them have any relation 

4. China can use Pak as tool. Is it?Are there any other way China will be interested in 

Pakistan? 

5. (situation) You are a DM of Arid region of Karnataka and drought has hit - ordered to 

auction a poor man's land- he says he'll self-immolate himself if auctioned- what will you 

do? 

6. Higher authority says, Auction it. Now tell me what will u do? 

 

Thank you, interview is over. 

Observation: If you are the first one, the chair in bhonsle Sir cabin is heavy. Pull lightly ot 

lift it up. 

 

 

29. Unknown 

Background - dual degree IIT Kgp civil engineering + environmental engineering 

hobbies - dramatics, astronomy 

Anthro 

Bhonsale sir board 
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15.03.18 

 

Started out with a lecture on how I will know the answer to the questions I am being 

asked, I just have to give the appropriate answer  

Ch - why civil services after doing so many things? What motivates you? 

 

M1 - what do you mean by public service? 

M1 - (follow up) what you said is an advert for IAS what about other services are they all 

consolation prizes? 

M1 - aren't all citizens serving the country in one form or the other? 

M1 - when people blame the civil services for all their problems are they right? 

M1 - if there is a traffic jam and you have a meeting with the pm would you use your 

siren to by pass it? ( Long winded question but this was the gist as I understood it ) 

M1 - should citizens give up some rights for country? 

 

M2 - what is RERA and it's aims? 

M2 - which states haven't implemented RERA? What about west Bengal? 

M2 - coal mines and pros and cons of open cast and underground mines? 

M2 - the name of the lamp to detect methane in coal mines 

M2 - what all did you study under Anthropology? 

M2 - urban planning and cities (can't remember exactly) 

 

M3 - the Delhi masterplan and what the issues? 

M3 - should rules be changed to accommodate the demand? 

M3 - what to do about unauthorised colonies and the master plan? 

 

M2 - if a building is built 100 years ago flouting the masterplan of that time, would you 

seal it ? 

 

M2 - some joke/story of lamb and wolf and water and something and my opinion on it 

 

M3 - the RBI has banned the letters of credit, what impact will it have on traders? 

M3 - there are other sources of getting credit why not utilise them? 

 

M4 - where to put pressure on egg and not to break it at same time? Draw diagram 

M4 - where is this applied in civil engineering 

M4 - what is iso 14000  

M4 - do you know about A, B, C? ( Names of people I can't remember and I have never 

heard of) 

 

Ch - what foreign affairs topic should I ask? 

Ch - India Bangladesh recent agreement? 

Ch - why can't there be a land swap with China? 

 

Ch - what will you do when you go from here? Interview ends. 

 

I might have missed a question or two. 
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30. Mithun H N 

Electronics and Communications engg. 

Optional: Sociology 

Board: B S Bassi sir 

Date: 16/03/18 - Forenoon session 

 

Chairman: so you worked as an instructor in an education center now if you are asked to 

design a curriculum from 1st to 8th standard how would it be? 

( Some related questions) 

 

M1: Have you read the book by Stephen Hawkings called "A Brief History of Time"? 

        What do you mean by hacking? 

       What is ethical hacking? 

        What are Cyber crimes and what are its types? 

       Which act deals with  such crimes? 

        Is IT Act sufficient to deal with these? What are the shortcomings of IT Act? 

(Chairman asked about phishing and spamming) 

There is an ongoing cultural and societal interaction between the east and the west, 

explain. 

 

M2: What is an UMPP? 

        Do you know about PTC(Power Trading corporation)? 

What are power grids? 

You must have heard about MoEFCC (some related questions) 

Which deal did the world negotiate to combat climate change? What is India's share in 

total GHG emissions? Who are the major emitters in the world? 

What are ESZs? 

Are you aware of the latest National Forest Policy ? 

 

M3: what is the better method to ensure that farmers get remunerative price for their 

produce? 

What exactly is price deficiency payment mechanism? Which state introduced it first? 

Are you aware of Telangana model? 

What is the ongoing issue between UK and Russia? (Some related questions) 

 

M4: So you have directed 2 dramas... So tell me who said " All the World's a stage..."? 

Roof top gardening is one of your hobbies, tell me what are the differences between 

normal gardening and the rooftop gardening? 

You must have heard about Lord Macaulay , what are his contributions? 

Do you think Macaulay is one of the most misrepresented figure in the modern Indian 

history? Why do you think so? 

Let's talk about Indian Civil service, who was the first Indian Civil Servant? Which 
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Governor general introduced Indian Civil Services? 

What is EIA? What is its significance? 

 

Chairman: Now let us go to Pakistan. Tell me something about Pakistani elections. 

How does peaceful and stable Afghanistan help serve Indian interests? What are the 

sectors in which we have greater scope for investment? 

 

Your interview is over. Thank you 

 

 

31. puran 3/20/18  

Air marshal bhonsle board. 

Last candidate to enter 

 

Nothing from daf more situation based . Missed few questions here 

1. You have shaved in the morning ? 

2. Who invented razor ? 

3. Brand abassador of gillete . 

4. Explain the day i stop improving i will stop manufecturing razor 

5. What is kaizen 

6. You are dm of abc district how will you encourage team participation 

7. Every peace treaty has seed of next war explain after ww1 

8 after ww2 

9 after russian disintegration 

10 what is crytocurrency 

11. Currency of venezuela 

12. Advantage disadvantage 

13. Digital divide in india 

14. You are dm of xyz how will you help a victim of sexual harrasment 

15. What is composite 

16. Recently ultratech in news. Why 

17. What is insolvency code 

 

 

32. S Kumar 

3/20/18 

Bhonsle Sir's Board.  

19th March. 

4th to go in the afternoon session.  

Background: 

Law graduate, law optional, hobbies-tennis, watching documentaries.  

 

CM: 

1. You have a CGPA of 9.28. Why couldn't you score a 9.8 instead?  

2. Tell me the difference between Rule of Law and Rule by Law. 

Member1(Lady): 

3. Amendment to Juvenile Justice Act post Nirbhaya verdict- But if the juvenile is shifted 
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to mainstream jails with adult criminals, then won't they get hardened in nature and the 

scope for reformative justice would reduce?  

-Was it a progressive move?  

 

Member2: 

4. Tell me the salient features of the Draft National Forest Policy. (From that morning's 

newspaper) 

5. What in your opinion would become India's next new state after Telangana? More 

questions on merits and demerits. 

 

Member 3: 

6. What is the provision in Indian Evidence Act regarding admissibility of evidence of lie 

detector tests and brain mapping results?  

7. What is brain mapping? 

8. What is the significance of Indian PM visiting Palestine? More related questions. 

 

Member 4: 

9. What is the meaning of your name? 

10. Why did you shift from Welham Girls School after 10th...didn't they have +2?  

11. What is a foot fault? (From hobby-Tennis) 

-What are the names of the different types of lines on a tennis court? 

12. What are the different types of contracts under Indian Contract Act? -What are 

voidable contracts?  

13. What age does the PCMA prescribe for child marriages for male and female?  

-Is there any special provision for child brides regarding annulling of marriage?  

-How much time are they given to make that choice? 

 

Chairperson: 

14. Have you watched the movie Dangal?  

-Who do you think is the real hero in the movie? I said the father of the two girls.  

-Asked to justify it.  

-Don't you think the girls were the real hero? 

-Don't you think the father did everything for his personal ambition? 

-Make a case for the mother being the real hero in the movie.  

15. What plans do you have for the evening today? 

 

 

33. Abu_Bakr_Al_Baghdadi 3/22/18 

Board : Air Marshal Bhonsale Sir 

Date : 21st March, 2018 Afternoon 

Profile : B.com CA 

Hobbies / extracurricular activities : Photography, Text Formatting, Student 

counseling and motivation. 

 

C : You have graduated from a prominent institute (BMCC, Pune) and also a professional 

(CA). It's good not to have a B.Tech or Engineering candidate . (Sir literally said so) 

Be comfortable, we just want to check your suitability for the civil services. Use the 

pencil and paper before you to list out the points and take a 10-15 seconds time to think 
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and answer the questions. 

 

C: Have you heard about "कममणे्यिाजधकारसे्त मा फलेशु कदाचन | 

मा कममफलहेतुभुममाम ते सगोसत्वकममनी || ? 

 

C : what is nishkama karma yoga ? 

C: Isn't there a contradiction between Nishkama Kama Yoga and Management by 

Objectives ? 

 

M1 : PM addressed CA community last year. 

Did you watch the speech ? 

 

What did the PM convey through his speech? 

 

Whose signature carries higher weight, CA or PM ? 

State funding of elections, should it be done ? What all hurdles are there ? 

 

M2 (Lady member) : I will ask about foreign affairs . 

Implications of Brexit on EU ? 

How is it impacting other countries such as Italy? 

Do you see EU falling 10 years down the line ? What need to be done ? 

Impact of EU on Britain ? 

 

M3 : Tell me some thing about National Family Health Survey . 

How frequently is it done ? 

How can we improve these indicators when the budget for Min of Women and Child, 

ICDS schemes are reduced? 

 

Why have we moved towards IFRS? 

 

M4: Few questions on my hobby (Text Formatting) 

 

Tell me about current ratio and acid test ratio. 

How to calculate it in MS Excel ? 

Any specific tool ? 

 

(Now comes the most critical part, don't know how did I perform) 

 

C : Are you satisfied with interview? 

(Was not satisfied because only 18-20 mins had passed and I thought it was too short . 

Also no. of questions were less) 

 

Ans:. (looked at all the members and then said to chairman sir) No sir, I am not yet 

satisfied (All the members had a good laugh) 

 

C: What do you wish us to ask you ? 
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Me: Sir a few things from photography will do. 

 

Chairman sir asked M2 (lady member) to ask the question 

 

M2: What is difference between film photography and digital photography? 

 

What are the changes in images / pictures due to digital photography? 

 

C: Are you happy atleast now ? 

 

Me: (the questions related to photography were confusing and was not sure if I had 

answered them well ) 

No sir, I am not yet fully satisfied. 

 

All members laughed like anything. 

 

C : ok Pranay. We have 1 min and answer my question in brief and no explanation. 

 

Me: ok sir. 

 

C : What are the 3 qualities that a leader should not compromise with ? 

 

C Are you happy now ? 

 

Me: Yes sir.  

 

C : Thank you. Your interview is over.  

Have a nice day. 

 

 

34. Ashish Singh 3/21/18 

Chemical engineering 

Worked in JSW steels 

Hobbies: movies, web series 

Optional: anthropology 

March 20, 2018 

Bhonsle sir board 

 

Chairman:  

What all movies have you seen recently? 

Who is the actor in Tumhari Sulu? 

In this movie Newton, tell me negative trait of Newton? 

He changed his name to Newton don' t you think he is malleable? 

Ok tell me 4 of his positive traits? 

Would you like to inculcate his traits? 

 

Member 1  

Why you chose anthropology as optional? 
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Have you heard of Verrier Elwin what was his theory of tribal development? 

Tribal are saying that we have treated them as show piece, kept them secluded are they 

justified? 

What is the sex ratio among tribals? 

Why is it high? 

Do you think having caste system have impacted the way we see tribals? 

 

Member 2 

There are various theories of origin of universe which appeals to you? 

What is big bang theory? 

What are composites? 

Is Indian constitution dynamic? 

Can we change everything? 

What all can we change? What is the principle behind it? 

Was basic structure there since starting? 

After which amendment was it brought in? 

 

Member 3 

Top down and bottom up approach? 

Connect it to chemical engineering? 

If I cut down gold to smaller pieces what changes would be there? 

What is web series? 

How to check its authenticity? 

What is copy righted and copy lefted? 

 

Member 4  

In Homo Sapiens yuval noah harari says that plant domesticated humans not other way 

around. Do you agree? 

There is another book raag darbaari have you heard of it? 

Have you cleared any other exam? Did you join?  

Why did not you join? 

Tell me what is Ballia famous for? 

How is SAARC doing now? 

Recent developments in SAARC? 

 

Chairman: 

Women role in nation development? 

What is it that women have and men lag which would make a difference in decision 

making? 

What all we need apart from leadership to have a muscular foreign policy? 

 

Board was cordial I was not able to answer a few technical one on composites, chemical 

engineering. 

[21/03, 18:54] Ashish Singh: Member 3 also asked on graphene and graphite 

 

 

35. Madhusree 3/22/18 
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Date: 22.03.2018, Forenoon 

Board: Ajith Bhonsle 

Time : 20-25 min ( last candidate) 

 

Ch: long intro.. Though am last candidate ,they will take enough time...Read out my DAF 

Ch: you listen to Bhagavad-Gita , recite two core slokas and it's meaning..Asked meaning 

of each line ( knew only the overall meaning) 

M1: recited a sloka and asked which chapter of Bhagavad-Gita  

M1: critically analyse national health protection scheme, how much is the budget for it 

M1: if pm sets a earlier deadline for PMAY, as a civil engineer how can you expedite the 

execution 

M2: India participating in lhc and ligo...What are the expected outcomes of this projects 

M2: very recently we lost a gem of cosmology,who is he, what's is his contributions 

M2: opinion on interlinking of rivers, ecological and environmental effects 

M3: what is sea breeze, how is it caused, day or night 

M3: what is swiss challenge 

M3: what is TB, medicine used, what is the govt target, will we achieve, what is mdrtb 

M4: interactions bw state and society , what you understand by it 

M4: law and society interaction 

M4: is there any improvement for BIMARU states 

Ch: take paper and pencil write India's neighbours and rank them in descending order of 

friendliness 

 

 

36. WunWun 3/22/18 

 

Chairman 

Tell me what characteristics you have to be a civil servant ( I counted three.. integrity, 

honesty, empathy...he stopped me there and asked to wrote these on paper) 

Asked me to give an example of all three from your life...( I gave..He seemed visibly 

satisfied with the answers ) 

 

He switched to the lady member.. 

LM1: 

1. Do you know Bob Dylan 

2. He was given Nobel prize for literature, was it right to give him. 

3. Should musicians be given Nobel prize 

Lady member.qns.. 

 

Bob Dylan.. 

Should be given Nobel prize 

Musicians.. 

Urban renewal 

Migration issue in cities 

 

M1: Agraian distress, loan waiver, farmers suicide, repeatitive loan waivers 

 

M2: mining impact... livelihood, ecology.. 
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What is superbug, ebola, .. don't know 

 

M3: factual questions, underground mining and open cast mining, dbt in Fertiliser 

 

Chairman again in last... maritime security..tell me 4-5 dimensions. 

 

Tell me ur best poem 

 

 

37. Nikhil 3/26/18 

23 March, AN session, Anthropology Optional.  

Board - Air Marshal Ajit Bhosale.  

 

C - 1. Why Manhole covers are round in shape? 

2. Tell me 3 things which India needs to do immediately within 1 years i.e. short term 

interventions. 

 

LM - 1. What is Photosynthesis? What are the raw materials required for the process? 

2. How do non chlorophyll plants make food? 

3. What is the status of tribes in India? How are they rated in the indian society?  

4. What is FRA, 2006? What are the challenges in it? 

5. Are tribals genetically pure?  

 

M2 - 1. What is Game theory?  

2. In physics, what is this laminar flow? 

3. What are different calendars, name some of them? 

4. Are they lunar or solar based?  

5. Number of months in Saka Samvat and their names.  

6. Different seasons(Ritu) in hindi calendar.  

7. Artificial Intelligence in India is leading to data mining and security issues, how to deal 

with it?  

 

M3 - 1. What is the difference between Efficiency and Effectiveness?  

2. Doing the things right and Doing the right things, which one is efficiency and 

effectiveness?  

3. What are Invasive Alien Species?  

4. How are these threat to the surrounding?  

5. We are trying to bring tribals into mainstream society, how will they adjust to the new 

surrounding? 

6. Recent study on Aryan Migration theory based on DNA analysis? What's the truth?  

 

M4 - 1. Recently Binani cement is in news, why?  

2. What should be the approach for Water Management in India?  

3. What is micro irrigation? How to apply micro irrigation method in a field which is 

nearby to a canal? What do we need for this?  

4. We say that it's Government of the People or people's government, what is your 

opinion on it?  
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C - One final question, situation based. Suppose you are posted in a district where there 

are no school buildings, no teachers, children engaged in child labor and other family help 

work. Also the children have no identity or birth certificates. What will be your approach 

for promoting education that too when you are posted only for a short period of time, say 

3 months.  

 

Thank you, the Interview is over. 

 

 

38. Name:Akshay Kumar 

Optional:PSIR 

Board:Ajit bhosle sir 

Hobbies:Watching seminars and interviews of eminent people + Wildlife 

From:Warangal,Telangana. 

 

CP 

1)How did Warangal district tackle the problem of naxalism? 

2)What's happening in srilanka? 

3)Talk about cheque book diplomacy of China 

M1 

1)Issues around surrogacy 

2)Harsh mander and Ramachandra guha debate recently 

M2 

1)UDAN scheme 

2)Development in North east 

M3 

1)Colonialism effects on India both positive and negative 

2)Racialism in USA 

M4 

1)About olive Ridley turtles 

2)About Northern White Rhino 

3)About former IAS officer JP Narayana 

 

 

39. Amando 4/1/18 

Interview test date: March 21 2018 Forenoon; first one to go 

Board CP: Air Marshal (Retd.) Ajit Bhosale 

Candidate's details:  

Home state - Punjab; Mechanical Engineering; 2 year's work experience; Third 

attempt at CSE 

 

CP:  

Q. Have you been here before? 

Q. Have you had tea in the morning?  
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Q. Who made it? (Tea-making as an interest)  

Q. You were the Vice Chair for the Women Initiative Network (at work). What was it 

about?  

Q. What did these women seek the most?  

Q. What was their major concern?  

 

M1 (lady member): 

Q. Suppose that you are the incharge of a team and you receive a sexual harassment 

complaint from a female employee. What will be your course of action?  

Q. But, in such cases, there is no witness but only victim and accused. How would 

conduct the enquiry or reach at a conclusion?  

Q. You have photography as an interest. Do you know what is depth of field? How do 

you control it?  

Q. What do you like to click? 

Q. What's the depth of field you use?  

 

M2: 

Q. Name all the Northeast states, along with capitals.  

Q. What is the important feature of Dhola Sadiya Bridge? 

Q. Do you think it has strategic importance?  

Q. We hear two viewpoints often. One is - means should not be compromised for the 

ends. And the other is - ends should be given precedence over means. Which view do you 

support?  

Q. Give an example of the latter.  

Q. Continuing on photography, what do you think had been the watershed development in 

this field?  

Q. Portable cameras are okay, but don't you think digital technology is a breakthrough?  

 

M3:  

Q. You have studied mechanical engineering. You must be knowing what is a robotic 

arm. What is it?  

Q. What is the difference between humanoid and robot? 

Q. Why is energy security crucial for India?  

Q. When Russia and China also seek resources in Middle East, don't you think that's a 

threat for us?  

Q. Where is the largest solar plant of India, that was recently inaugurated?  

Q. That was done in the presence of a foreign signatory, French President.  

 

M4:  

Q. Are you aware of Sexual Harassment of Women at Workplace Act? Do you know it's 

provisions?  

Q. What are the issues of agriculture in Punjab?  

Q. How is cropping pattern a problem?  

Q. So you suggest that we substitute rice with pulses in our diet?  

Q. I have heard this term 'via Bathinda' somewhere. I have heard it quite a many times. 

What does it mean?  

 

CP:  
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Q. Yesterday, our PM had a conversation with the Chinese President. The focus of this 

conversation was Asian Century. What do you understand by Asian Century?  

Q. How do you think this will come about when India, China and Japan look in different 

ways? Do you think terrorism is a common issue that concerns them?  

Q. List the bodies that help towards the cause of Asian Century.  

Thank you. Good luck. Go make tea for your mother. 

 

 

40. Interview Transcripts 2018  

23 March, AN session, Anthropology Optional.  

Board - Air Marshal Ajit Bhosale.  

 

C - 1. Why Manhole covers are round in shape? 

2. Tell me 3 things which India needs to do immediately within 1 years i.e. short term 

interventions. 

 

LM - 1. What is Photosynthesis? What are the raw materials required for the process? 

2. How do non chlorophyll plants make food? 

3. What is the status of tribes in India? How are they rated in the indian society?  

4. What is FRA, 2006? What are the challenges in it? 

5. Are tribals genetically pure?  

 

M2 - 1. What is Game theory?  

2. In physics, what is this laminar flow? 

3. What are different calendars, name some of them? 

4. Are they lunar or solar based?  

5. Number of months in Saka Samvat and their names.  

6. Different seasons(Ritu) in hindi calendar.  

7. Artificial Intelligence in India is leading to data mining and security issues, how to deal 

with it?  

 

M3 - 1. What is the difference between Efficiency and Effectiveness?  

2. Doing the things right and Doing the right things, which one is efficiency and 

effectiveness?  

3. What are Invasive Alien Species?  

4. How are these threat to the surrounding?  

5. We are trying to bring tribals into mainstream society, how will they adjust to the new 

surrounding? 

6. Recent study on Aryan Migration theory based on DNA analysis? What's the truth?  

 

M4 - 1. Recently Binani cement is in news, why?  

2. What should be the approach for Water Management in India?  

3. What is micro irrigation? How to apply micro irrigation method in a field which is 

nearby to a canal? What do we need for this?  

4. We say that it's Government of the People or people's government, what is your 

opinion on it?  

 

C - One final question, situation based. Suppose you are posted in a district where there 
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are no school buildings, no teachers, children engaged in child labor and other family help 

work. Also the children have no identity or birth certificates. What will be your approach 

for promoting education that too when you are posted only for a short period of time, say 

3 months.  

 

Thank you, the Interview is over. 

 

 

41. Inquisitive Mind 4/3/18  

Bhosle Sir Board 

21 March morning  

 

Ch- started with long monologue 

So you have been selected in CAPF AC also? 

Have you joined the services? 

Than why have you appeared in the exam? 

why we have to be more careful while talking to police person.? 

There is lot of gap and mistrust between police and citizen? 

What should be done to bridge the gap? 

Don’t you think that police person do lot of hardwork and respectable job? 

 

M1- 

do you know LTCG tax ? 

State the reason of imposition now ? 

It has been imposed and abolished earlier, when ? Tell me about OBOR ? 

Why India is not joining the OBOR ? 

But the road is already been build in gilgit-Baltistan region, so India not joining it what 

purpose will it service? 

How to resolve this ? 

What is food security? 

How government is ensuring food security? 

What changes government have made in NFSM ? 

What are the extent of provision for pregnant women? 

 

M2( Lady member)— 

Tell me about the Israel Palestine issue ? 

What are the implication of Israel and Palestine issue ? 

What is the solution of the conflict ? 

So you think US could exercise influence over Israel considering that it has recently 

shifted it embassy to Jerusalem? 

Do you think two state solution is still possible ? 

What is demographic dividend ? 

What are the challenges of demographic dividend ? 

 

M3— 

What is the issue in healthcare sector in India and how could the IT provide solution to 

this ? 

What is the trusteeship theory of Gandhiji? 
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Is it relevant in the today times ? 

Could it be implemented in modern capitalist economy ? What are the misuse and danger 

of IT? 

Do you know what is NOFAN project ? 

What is the present status of NOFAN project ? 

How many gram panchayat are there in India? 

 

M4— 

What is the difference between data compression and data encryption ? What is the 

purpose of the data encryption? 

What are the issue in encryption? 

If the algorithm is so strong and than why the are failing ? 

Tell me some other reason for weak security? What is quantum communication ? 

How it is different from today communication? How the today communication is done ? 

 

How the photon transfer the data ? 

What are the advantage of quantum computing? 

Tell me about IT act ? 

OHH Is it enacted in 2000? 

What are the recent amendment in the act ? 

Tell me what happened in Shreya Singhal case ? 

What has government done after that ? 

What are the recommendation of TK Vishwanathan committee? 

 

 

42. Interview Transcripts 2018  

Background: Petroleum Engineering, ISM Dhanbad, Writing Poems as hobby 

Interview date: 22nd March, AN, Bhonsale Sir board, lasted around 20 minutes 

 

Ch: reads DAF and then says..you are a poet...we will listen to your poem in the end but 

for time being tell me what characteristics do you have to be a civil servant ( I had 

counted three.. integrity, honesty, empathy...when he stopped me there and asked me to 

write these on paper) and then asked me to give an example of all three from your 

life...Answered using events from my college NGOs (for empathy), current work 

experience (integrity) and semeseter assignments(honesty) ( this must have lasted for 

around 3-4 minutes overall and probably was the best part of interview as I was not able 

to satisfactorily answer many questions from the board members) 

 

He switched to the lady member.. 

 

LM1: 

1. Do you know Bob Dylan 

2. He was given Nobel prize for literature, was it right to give him. 

3. Should musicians be given Nobel prize 

4. Migration issue in cities, how to handle, what long term planning (Questions were not 

very clear to me and what she was expecting; couldn't give very satsifactory answers) 

 

M2:  
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1.Agrarian distress and loan waiver..a long discussion and then question..is it right? 

2. But other states also doing that? 

3. Maharashtra did it twice..what do you think..Doesn't it discourage honest farmers who 

are paying taxes? ( I don't think he was very satisfied with my answers, my line of 

answering was that loan waiver is an immediate respite and not a long term solution, and 

it would be administratively difficult to go for selective loan waiver only for few farmers, 

hence a general loan waiver is done once, but yes it should not be repeated too often) 

 

M3: 

1. Do you know about Superbug? 

2. Mining impact on ecology 

3. Alternative to Sand as construction material 

some more factual qns 

 

M4: 

1. Who is science minister of India? 

2. Why open cast mining is done more, what are the risks? Which law governs it? it 

comes under which ministry? (At one point of time, I had to say Sorry sir, I am not very 

much aware of the mining aspect as I did my graduation in petoleum engineering :(  

3. DBT in fertilser; if it has to be done in rural areas,what are the challanges.. 

 

Chairman in the end: 

1. maritime security of India..Think over this for 10 seonds and tell me 4-5 dimensions 

2. Tell me your best poem? 

 

(Have already recited this poem many times, so was able to recite easily.. 

 

pathik hu mai, dig-bhramit nahi, 

 

Suksham awakash me Hu, Sthaayi viraam me nahi, 

 

Ye Jo Chand lamhe Mai Roya, ise Mera ant na samajh, 

 

Jaguga Mai, Uthuga mai, dauduga Mai aur cheer Kar ke ye kshinit tam, pahuchuga Mai 

us manzil Tak. 

 

Kyuki pathik hu mai, dig-bhramit nahi, kshanik avakash me hu, sthayi viraam me nahi.) 

 

The interview ended here.. 

 

Overall cordial borad, was able to answer chairman questions in good way, but not that 

satisfactorily of other members question. 

 

Fingers crossed now. 
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